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Abstract

Insights from human perception of moving faces have the potential
to provide interesting insights for technical animation systems as
well as in the neural encoding of facial expressions in the brain. We
present a psychophysical experiment that explores high-level after-
effects for dynamic facial expressions. We address specifically in
how far such after-effects represent adaptation in neural representa-
tion for static vs. dynamic features of faces. High-level after-effects
have been reported for the recognition of static faces [Webster and
Maclin 1999; Leopold et al. 2001], and also for the perception of
point-light walkers [Jordan et al. 2006; Troje et al. 2006]. After-
effects were reflected by shifts in category boundaries between dif-
ferent facial expressions and between male and female walks. We
report on a new after-effect in humans observing dynamic facial
expressions that have been generated by a highly controllable dy-
namic morphable face model. As key element of our experiment,
we created dynamic ‘anti-expressions’ in analogy to static ‘anti-
faces’ [Leopold et al. 2001]. We tested the influence of dynamics
and identity on expression-specific recognition performance after
adaptation to ‘anti-expressions’. In addition, by a quantitative anal-
ysis of the optic flow patterns corresponding to the adaptation and
test expressions we rule out that the observed changes reflect a sim-
ple low-level motion after-effect. Since we found no evidence for a
critical role of temporal order of the stimulus frames we conclude
that after-effects in dynamic faces might be dominated by adapta-
tion to the form information in individual stimulus frames.

CR Categories: I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional
Graphics and Realism—Animation; H.1.2 [Models And Princi-
ples]: User/Machine Systems—Human information processing

Keywords: human psychophysics, facial motion, facial animation

1 INTRODUCTION

Research on the neural encoding of faces in visual cortex, so far, has
predominantly focused on the recognition of static faces [O’Toole
et al. 2002]. In spite of the growing interest and high relevance
of understanding facial expressions in emotional and social inter-
action only few results on the neural mechanisms of the process-
ing of temporally changing dynamic faces exist. Specifically, al-
most no physiologically plausible neural theory of the recognition
of dynamically changing faces has yet been developed. At the same
time, present research in different research areas has started to in-
vestigate the statistical basis for the recognition of dynamic faces
[Chang et al. 2004; Vlasic et al. 2005]. This makes the devel-
opment of neural models in this area a timely topic in theoreti-
cal neuroscience. A deeper understanding of the mechanisms of
dynamic face processing in biological systems might help to de-
velop and improve technical systems for the analysis and synthesis
of facial movements. It has been proven useful to encode faces
in a multidimensional face-space [Valentine 1991]. Several recent
studies have provided evidence about the neural representation of
static faces and the properties that are reflected by continuous per-
ceptual space models [Webster and Maclin 1999; Leopold et al.
2001; Loeffler et al. 2005; Leopold et al. 2006; Jiang et al. 2006].
A fundamental mechanism in perception research are after-effects
that have been already reported for the recognition of neutral static
faces [Webster and Maclin 1999; Leopold et al. 2001] and static
facial expressions [Fox and Barton 2006]. Among other studies,
in particular [Leopold et al. 2001] provides evidence for the neural
representations of faces by using adaptation techniques and anti-
faces, faces that are morphed to the opposite side of the mean in
face space. The presentation of such static ‘anti-faces’ biases the
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Figure 1: An Action Unit basis obtained from 3D scans and texture (left) and a Motion Capture system. Expressions can be retargetted
frame-by-frame from Motion Capture to morph shapes by automatic decoding and application of Action Unit activation levels (right).

perception of neutral test faces temporarily towards the perception
of specific identities or facial expressions. This indicates that the
mean face may play an important role as a prototype in a percep-
tual space that reveals neural coding properties. Given the strong
after-effects for static pictures of faces, it seems interesting to study
whether after-effects exist also for dynamic facial expressions. In
addition, it seems important to study how after-effects for dynamic
and static faces are related. We try to answer some of these ques-
tions applying a novel technique for the synthesis of realistic and
completely parameterized dynamic facial expressions. Section 3
gives an overview of the developed facial animation pipeline. Sec-
tion 4 presents design of our adaption study based on our novel
dynamic face space, and the main results are presented in Section
4.3. Finally, Section 6 discusses an analysis of the statistics of the
optic flow patterns generated by the stimuli that rules out low-level
motion after-effects as explanations of the results. Possible impli-
cations for neural models of the encoding of dynamic faces are dis-
cussed in Section 7.

2 RELATED WORK

Recent studies have tried to address the perceptual role of timing
information in moving faces [Hill et al. 2005; Giese et al. 2002]
based on animation technology. The neural representation of static
face perception was investigated with an adaptation paradigm and
high-level after-effects by [Leopold et al. 2001] based on a 3D face
morph space [Blanz and Vetter 1999]. Recent studies have demon-
strated high-level after-effects also for point-light walkers, resulting
in shifts of perceived gender [Jordan et al. 2006; Troje et al. 2006].
Viewing of a gender-specific gait pattern for an extended period bi-
ased judgements for subsequent intermediate gaits toward the oppo-
site gender. It seems unlikely that this adaptation effect on dynamic
patterns can be explained by adaptation to local features of the stim-
uli. Instead, it likely results from adaptation of representations of
the global motion of the figures. This suggests that high-level after-
effects can be induced also in representations of highly complex
dynamic patterns. Recent developments in animation technology
provide a sound way to parameterize and explore a dynamic face
space [Curio et al. 2006].

Figure 2: Sample of animation frame along with estimated weight
vector w� denoting the activation level of employed Action Units.

3 MODELING OF DYNAMIC FACIAL EXPRES-
SION SPACE

For our perception experiment dynamic face stimuli were created
using a three-dimensional dynamic morphable face model that is
based on 3D scans of human heads [Curio et al. 2006]. For a
better understanding of our new expression space in Section 3.3
we briefly give an overview of the two major components. The
first one approximates face movements recorded with Motion Cap-
ture (MoCap) by a linear superposition of 3D Facial Action Units
(AUs). Complex dynamic facial movements can be expressed by
this low-dimensional basis (Figure 2) based on the Facial Action
Unit Coding System (FACS) after [Ekman and Friesen 1978]. For
each instance in time, the face can be characterized by a weight
vector w(t) that specifies how much the individual Action Units
contribute to the approximation of the present keyframe. The sec-
ond step of the algorithm transfers this weight vector, or a paramet-



Figure 3: Estimated morph weight time courses w�(t) of expression ‘disgust’ for original-expression (left) and anti-expression (right) and
animated peak at t = TP ). Reduced and anti-expressions are obtained by variation of gain factor g in Eqn. 3.

rically modified version of it, w�(t), to a dynamic morphable face
model that creates photo-realistic animations. A more detailed de-
scription of the different analysis and rendering components of the
animation algorithm follows.

3.1 PARAMETERIZATION OF FACIAL MOTION DATA

The facial animation is based on facial MoCap data recorded with
a VICON 612 motion capture system, using K = 69 reflective
markers with a temporal resolution of 120 Hz (cf. Figure 1, Right).
The recorded facial expressions E start in neutral state at t = TN

passing trough maximal peak expression t = TP and going back to
neutral state at t = T . The data can be characterized by a matrix
ME = [pTN , . . . ,pt, . . . ,pTP , . . . ,pT ] with 3D marker coordi-
nates concatenated in the (K × 3) vectors p for each time point.
The previous matrix is thus a function of time ME(t) = pt. For
all further processing we selected one neutral expression vector at
pRef = pTN . To obtain a low-dimensional parametrization of the
dynamic facial movements the motion capture data was approxi-
mated by a linear combination of dynamically recorded Facial Ac-
tion Units (AUs). By recording actors that have been asked to ex-
ecute individual AUs separately, we obtained 3D motion capture
data for N = 17 AUs that can be characterized by the matrices
MAU,i(t), i ∈ 1, . . . , N . After manually selecting the extreme
keyframes, MAU,i(TP ), and aligning them to the reference vectors
pRef the vector residuals define our AU basis system, indicated
by MAU = {MAU,i ∈ RK×3|i ∈ 0, . . . , N}. A low dimen-
sional approximation of any dynamic facial expression is obtained
by, first, aligning ME(t) with pRef for each time step, and then
expressing the resulting matrixME(t) by a linear superposition of
the Action UnitsMAU,i according to the equation

ME(t) = pRef +

N∑
i=1

wE,i(t)MAU,i. (1)

This approximation problem was solved by least square optimiza-
tion with positivity constraint wi ≥ 0 applying Quadratic Program-
ming. This procedure is similar to [Choe and Ko 2001], the differ-
ence being that we approximate expressions by real-world recorded
MoCap AUs, and also use 3D scans of AUs with photographed
textures for animation (s.b.).

3.2 MORPHABLE MODEL OF FACIAL EXPRESSIONS

A method for the synthesis of realistic 3D faces based on high-
resolution 3D scans by morphing between shapes (Si) and textures
(Ti), that are in dense correspondence, has been proposed in [Blanz
and Vetter 1999]. Convex linear combination of shapes

∑m

i
aiSi

and textures
∑m

i
biTi were suitable for the photo-realistic simu-

lation of static faces with new identities SID , modeled by dense
triangle surface meshes of L 3D vertex points. We extended this
method by combining it with a method for the simulation of fa-
cial movements based on linear combinations of Action Units.
A basis of Action Units was obtained from AU scans of actors
(Figure 1). This AU based shape actuation basis is denoted by
SAU = {SAU,i ∈ RL×3|i ∈ 1, . . . , N}, with dimension L � K
and N = 17, where each of the recorded AUs semantically corre-
sponds to one element of the basisMAU . Individual surface scans
were manually set into correspondence with 3D software headus
CySlice, establishing correspondence between the actors’ neutral
expression scan with the available 3D head mesh. With the solu-
tion wE(t) of (1) we are able to animate heads with different facial
identities by frame-by-frame morphing between the elements of the
shape actuation basis:

SE(t) = SID,0 +

N∑
i=1

wE,i(t)SAU,i. (2)

3.3 GENERATION OF ‘REDUCED EXPRESSION’ AND
‘ANTI-EXPRESSION’

With this animation pipeline we were able to define a low-
dimensional metric space of dynamic expressions. This space al-
lows in particular the generation of reduced expressions and anti-
expressions by rescaling of the weight vector:

w�
E(t) = g wE(t), g ∈ R (3)

Reduced expressions correspond to morphing gains 0 < g < 1,
while negative morphing gains g < 0 define dynamic anti-
expressions (cf. Figure 3). For our experiment we used two dif-
ferent shape identities (ID A & B) and one common texture T .
For comparison with static adaptation effects, we also derived static
‘anti-expressions’. These stimuli were given by one keyframe that
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Figure 4: Adaptation study with dynamic expressions. In each trial
subjects adapt to one anti-expression and are tested with randomly
chosen test expression.

corresponded to the peak expression. Expression lengths were time
aligned by subsampling, guaranteeing the same time intervals TP

between neutral and peak expressions.

3.4 NEUTRAL RIGID HEAD MOVEMENT

Rigid head movements can contribute essential information to the
recognition of dynamic facial expressions. Since we wanted to
study specifically the influence of non-rigid intrinsic facial move-
ments, we eliminated the expression-specific rigid head movements
from our stimuli. However, since we wanted to minimize the influ-
ence of possible low-level adaptation effects, we added a neutral
rigid head movement that was given by one sinusoidal trajectory.

4 PSYCHOPHYSICAL ADAPTATION STUDY

We conducted a pre-study to perceptually calibrate our morph-
ing space and two main experiments investigating the influence of
dynamic vs. static adaptation stimuli, and the influence of tem-
poral order on the adaptation effect. In addition, the transfer of
adaptation to faces with different identity was tested. The ani-
mated facial expressions were rendered in real-time OpenGL Mat-
lab Psychtoolbox-3 [Brainard 1997]. Subjects viewed the stimuli at
90cm distance and stimuli were perceived at a vertical visual angle
of 12 degrees.

4.1 PRE-STUDY: CALIBRATION OF MORPHING LEV-
ELS

The morphing parameter g in Equation 3 varies monotonically with
the recognizability of the dynamic expressions. Yet, the relation-
ship of this parameter and recognition rates might vary across sub-
jects and expressions. We thus calibrated this space separately for
each subject and expression by measuring a psychometric function
that models the relationship between the morphing gain g and the
recognition probability of that expression. In this calibration ex-
periment, stimuli with a morphing gain g ∈ {.1 .15 .2 .25 .5} were
presented in random order and subjects had to respond in a 3AFC
(Alternative Forced Choice) task whether they perceived one of the
two expressions or a neutral expression (g = 0). The measured
recognition probabilities P (g) were fitted by the normalized cumu-
lative probability function P = Φ(z) = .5 ( 1 + erf(−z/

√
2))

with z = (g − μ)/σ2. Expressions with reduced strength were de-

fined by the morphing weights that, according to this fitted function,
corresponded to a recognition probability of PC = 0.2.

4.2 EXPERIMENT 1: DYNAMIC VS. STATIC ADAPTORS
AND INFLUENCE OF IDENTITY

This experiment tested the influence of dynamic vs. static adaptors
(anti-expressions vs. extreme keyframes from the anti-expression)
on the perception of expressions with reduced strength. Also, the
identity of the adapting face was identical or different from the one
of the test face. In addition, subjects were adapted with neutral
dynamic expressions of one identity, in order to provide a base-
line for expression-specific adaptation. Adaptation stimuli were
presented for 10s, corresponding to 5 repetitions of the individ-
ual anti-expressions followed by a short ISI (400ms). For the static
condition, at each repetition static anti-expressions were rendered at
peak frame for the same time interval as the dynamic stimulus runs.
Subsequently, the test stimulus cycle was presented, and naı̈ve sub-
jects (N = 8) had to decide in a 2AFC task whether they perceived
a ‘happy’ or a ‘disgust’ expression (Figure 4). The experiment was
organized as three factorial design (identity A/B, stimulus type Dy-
namic vs. Static and two expressions: ‘happy’ and ‘disgust’). We
used two reduced test-expressions ‘happy’ and ‘disgust’ of identity
A. This results in 16 different combinations of adaptation and test
stimuli. Stimuli were presented in 12 blocks. Within each block the
order of the 16 stimuli was randomized.

4.3 EXPERIMENT 2: FORWARD VS. REVERSE TEM-
PORAL ORDER

This experiment served mainly to test how the temporal order of
the adapting stimulus affects the adaptation effects. Specifically,
if the observed adaptation process would be based purely on the
adaptation of individual keyframes no influence of the temporal or-
der on the adaptation effects would be expected. The design of this
experiment was identical with experiment 1. However, for half of
the trials we replaced the static adaptation condition with dynamic
anti-faces played in reverse temporal order. Also, we used different
naı̈ve subjects (N = 9).

Prediction: In general, based on the results on adaptation with
static faces [Leopold et al. 2001] one might predict that adapta-
tion with anti-expressions should increase the sensitivity of per-
ception for compatible expressions with reduced strength. Con-
versely, one might expect that such adaptation with incompatible
anti-expressions might decrease the sensitivity for faces with re-
duced expression strength (Figure 5).

5 RESULTS

Experiment 1: Results of Experiment 1 are shown in Figure 6
(left). All tested adaptation conditions resulted in an increase of
the recognition of the matching expression compared to the base-
line (adaptation with a neutral face). This increase was significant
for the conditions with matching identity of adaptation and test face
(t > 3.4; p < 0.002). For dynamic and static adapting faces
with different identities this increase failed to reach significance.
For non-matching expressions recognition rate was significantly re-
duced for all adaptation conditions (t < −2.33; p < 0.05). A
three-way dependent measures ANOVA shows a significant influ-
ence of the Test Expression (‘happy’ vs. ‘disgust’) (F (1, 91) =
48.3; p < 0.001) and of the factor matching vs. non-matching
expression (adapt-test) (F (1, 91) = 94; p < 0.001). The third
factor, adaptation stimulus (dynamic vs. static face with same or
different identity), did not have a significant influence, and all in-
teractions were non-significant. This result shows that the observed
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Figure 6: Results of recognition rates after testing expressions relative to baseline recognition performance for both experiments.

after-effect shows a clear selectivity for the tested expression. A
more detailed analysis of the responses for the matching expres-
sions only reveals a significant influence of the Test Expression
F (1, 45) = 26; p < 0.001) and a marginally significant influence
of the Adaptation stimulus F (1, 45) = 2.8; p < 0.062), where
a post-hoc comparison shows that adaptation with a dynamic anti-
expression and same identity induced significantly higher increases
of the recognition rates than adaptation with static or dynamic anti-
expressions with different identity (p < 0.04). This indicates that
adaptation effects for matching conditions were particularly strong
for matching facial identity.

Experiment 2: Results of Experiment 2 are shown in Figure 6
(right). Again, for all tested conditions we observed significant
adaptation effects with a significant increase of the recognition of
the matching expressions compared to the baseline and a signif-
icant decrease for non-matching expression conditions (|t17| >
2.5; p < 0.02). A more detailed analysis using a 3-way dependent

measures ANOVA shows a significant influence of Matching vs.
Non-matching adapting expression (F (1, 98) = 21.3; p < 0.001),
and of the Test Expression (‘happy’ or ‘disgust’) (F (1, 98) = 118;
p < 0.001). There was no significant difference between different
types of adapting stimuli (forward vs. reverse temporal order, and
matching vs. non-matching identity), i.e. no influence of the fac-
tor type of adaptator. In addition, all interactions between the three
factors were non-significant. These results show again expression-
specific adaptation. The comparison between the different condi-
tions, and specifically between adaptors with forward and reverse
sequential order did not reveal any significant differences. This im-
plies that the observed adaptation effect is equally strong for stimuli
presented in forward and reverse temporal order. This suggests that
the representation of facial expressions might be dominated by the
perception of the form of faces in individual keyframes. However,
further experiments with stimuli suitable for separating form and
motion cues are required to clarify this point.



Figure 7: Comparison of the optic flow patterns between anti- and the two test expressions of Experiment 2. Color indicates the strength of
correlation measure of the two optic flow fields between two consecutive frames (Eqn. 4). Results are rendered just for adaptation identity A.

6 A COMPUTATIONAL STUDY TO RULE OUT
LOW-LEVEL MOTION ADAPTATION

Dynamic facial expressions specify dense optic flow patterns which
produce low-level motion after-effects. One might thus raise the
concern that the observed effects might mainly reflect adaptation of
low-level motion processing mechanisms. The applied technique of
stimulus generation (Section 3.2) allowed us to control for this pos-
sible confound. By computing the optic flow patterns generated by
normal expressions and the anti-expressions played in forward and
reversed order we were able to measure the size of possible low-
level after-effects. For that, we determined the similarity of the lo-
cal motion patterns generated by the adaptation and the test stimuli.
Highly correlated local motion patterns (with motion in the same
direction) should lead to reduced recognition of the test pattern, by
adaptation of local motion detectors activated by the adaptor. How-
ever, anti-parallel motion patterns predict an increased recognition
of the test pattern, since in this case the adapting motion pattern
induces a kind of ‘waterfall illusion’.

6.1 Optic flow computation

To obtain a measure for the size of possible low-level motion after-
effects we computed the correlations of the optic flow patterns
generated by adaptation and test stimuli, aligning for the posi-
tions of adaptation and test faces. From the 3D face model all
corresponding vertex positions in the image plane x = {xi ∈
R2|x1, . . . ,xQ} can be computed. From subsequent frames for
each point in time the corresponding 2D optic flow vectors vt =
{v1, . . . ,vQ} can be computed. As coarse estimate of the overlap
of the local motion information, we sampled these optic flow fields
with regular reference grid, Gg (20 × 20), where the valid motion
vector for each grid point was determined by nearest neighbor in-
terpolation. Each grid point xg ∈ Gg was assigned the flow vector
v(xg) = vi with i = argmin ‖x − xi‖, inside the face regions
of two consecutive snapshots of the animated expression. Outside
the face regions the flow vector was set to zero. The correlation
measure between the flow vector fields was defined as the sum over
all scalar vector products of flow vectors. The summation was car-



Figure 8: Correlation measures RMotion,↑↑ for parallel (↑↑) and RMotion,↓↑ for anti-parallel (↓↑) optic flow components between all
dynamic adaptation conditions (forward / reverse, matching and non-matching expression) and the test expression.

ried out separately over products with positive and negative sign,
defining a measure RMotion,↑↑ for the amount of ‘parallel’ and a
measureRMotion,↓↑ for the amount of ‘anti-parallel’ optic flow of
the (A)nti and (T)est stimuli. Signifying the corresponding flow
vector fields by vA and vB , at each time t and grid point the scalar
product was given by

C(xg, t) = < vA(xg, t),vT (xg, t) > . (4)

The correlation measures were obtained by integrating Equation 4
over space and time

RMotion,↑↑ =
1

Z

∫
Gg

∫ TP

t=TN

[C(xg, t)]+ dtdxg (5)

RMotion,↓↑ =
1

Z

∫
Gg

∫ TP

t=TN

[−C(xg, t)]+ dtdxg, (6)

where Z denotes some normalization constant and [ ]+ the linear
threshold function.

6.2 Computational results

The overall correlation measuresRMotion,↑↑ andRMotion,↓↑ were
computed for all conditions with dynamic adapting stimuli (cf. ex-
amples in Figure 7). The overall optic flow correlations can be
depicted in Figure 8. Matching anti-expressions played in forward
temporal order induce a strong anti-parallel optic flow field. Adap-
tation with the same expressions played in reverse order induces
a strong parallel optic flow field between adaptor and test stimu-
lus. If the observed after-effects were mainly based on low-level
motion adaptation, this would predict that there should be opposite
adaptation effects induced by the anti-face played in forward and
backward temporal order. This clearly contradicts the experimental
results that indicate no strong influence of the temporal order on the

observed after-effects for matching expressions. This rules out low
level motion after-effects as major account for the observed after-
effects in dynamic facial expressions. For non-matching adaptation
and test expressions the optic flow analysis shows weaker correla-
tions. However, again it shows dominant anti-parallel optic flow
components for anti-expressions played in forward temporal order
and dominant parallel flow components for expressions played in
reverse order. Parallel optic flow components for adaptation and
test predict a reduced recognition of the test stimulus. This effect
would match the non-significant tendency in Experiment 2 that the
recognition of non-matching expressions is somewhat reduced for
adaptation stimuli played in reverse temporal compared to forward
temporal order.

7 DISCUSSION

We presented the first study on high-level after-effects in the recog-
nition of dynamic facial expressions. Our study was based on a
novel computer graphics method for the synthesis of parametri-
cally controlled photo-realistic facial expressions. The core of this
method was the parametrization of dynamic expressions by Fa-
cial Action Units, defining an abstract low-dimensional morphing
space of dynamic facial expressions. We found consistent after-
effects for adaptation with dynamic anti-expressions resulting in
an increased tendency to perceive matching test expressions, and
a decreased tendency to perceive non-matching test expressions.
This result is compatible with similar observation for adaptation
effects with static faces and points to the existence of continuous
perceptual spaces of dynamic facial expressions. In addition, these
results show that the observed after-effects are highly expression-
specific. Comparison between adapting stimuli played in forward
and reverse temporal order did not reveal significant differences be-
tween the observed after-effects. This indicated that the involved
after-effect might not rely on representations that are strongly se-
quence selective. A more detailed analysis shows also some hints



for a stronger adaptation for some expressions, if adaptation and test
stimulus represent the same facial identity. This indicates a partial
overlap of neural representations on a level of face cells selective
for dynamic facial expressions and facial identity.

Future experiments will have to clarify the exact nature of dynamic
integration in such representations of facial expressions and their
relationship to such high-level after-effects. A detailed analysis of
the optic flow patterns generated by the dynamic face stimuli rules
out that the obtained after-effect is simply induced by standard low-
level motion after-effects. However, more detailed studies will be
required to study the influences of local motion versus shape on the
perceptual responses of dynamic face stimuli.

For neural models of the perception of dynamic faces our study
suggests the existence of continuous perceptual spaces for dynamic
faces that might be implemented in similar ways as perceptual
spaces for static face stimuli [Giese and Leopold 2005; Jiang et al.
2006; Burton et al. 1999]. However, we did not find strong evi-
dence for a central relevance of sequence selectivity for such dy-
namic stimuli as opposed to the perception of body motion [Giese
and Poggio 2003]. This raises the question about the influence of
local motion information on the perception of dynamic facial ex-
pressions. Future experiments that minimize form cues in individ-
ual frames, at the same time providing consistent local motion in-
formation, might help to clarify the relative influences of form and
motion in the perception of dynamic facial expressions.
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